This section features information about upcoming events relevant to the readers of AI Matters, including those supported by SIGAI. We would love to hear from you if you are organizing an event and would be interested in cooperating with SIGAI. For more information about conference support visit sigai.acm.org/activities/requesting_sponsorship.html.

3rd International Conference on Artificial Intelligence & Virtual Reality (AIVR 2020)
Virtual online event, December 14-18, 2020
http://ieee-aivr.org
IEEE AIVR is a unique event, addressing researchers and industries from all areas of AI as well as Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality. It provides an international forum for the exchange between those fields, to present advances in the state of the art, identify emerging research topics, and together define the future of these exciting research domains. Due to the COVID-19 situation, the conference will be hosted virtually this year and some parts will be streamed online for free. Please refer to the conference’s website for information about registration and the program.

20th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS21)
Virtual online event, May, 3-7, 2021
https://aamas2021.soton.ac.uk/
AAMAS is the leading scientific conference for research in autonomous agents and multiagent systems. The AAMAS conference series was initiated in 2002 as the merging of three respected scientific meetings: the International Conference on Multi-Agent Systems (ICMAS), the International Workshop on Agent Theories, Architectures, and Languages (ATAL), and the International Conference on Autonomous Agents (AA). The aim of the joint conference is to provide a single, high-profile, internationally-respected archival forum for scientific research in the theory and practice of autonomous agents and multi-agent systems.

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the 20th edition of AAMAS, originally scheduled to be held in London, will take place as a virtual event online. Please refer to the conference’s website for information about the program and instructions for attending the conference.

Louise Dennis is the Conference Coordination Officer for ACM SIGAI, and a faculty member at the University of Manchester. Her research is in Verification of Autonomous Systems, Cognitive Agents and Machine Ethics. Contact her at louise.dennis@manchester.ac.uk.